Hi-Po Staffer Bill Gansman spoke with Dr. Roy Epperson, Chairman of the Educational Policies Committee, concerning the curriculum reform proposed by President Douglas.

Dr. Epperson, what has caused the need for curriculum reform?

I suppose we would say that the need lies two fold with the current need of students as they go down to the revolution of the current needs of the college itself.

The general educational requirements which we have are based on the general concepts of what a liberal arts education ought to be.

In other words, we have become so specialized recently by the fact that someone who graduates with a major in English, for example, if they are not a part of the liberal arts, there is not anything for them to do.

So indeed, how would this program perform the duty of giving these people a place to fit into society.

Prentice educational requirements are quite rigid, as you well know, you take six hours of history, and it's History 101 and 102.

It does not prepare anyone to seriously consider current politics in Russia or the far eastern situation.

You don't get this in European Civilization from the year 1000 and then the year 1066 up to the second world war.

What we need is a set of requirements that permit each student to best prepare himself for what he individually plans to do both in this world and beyond.

To date, how far has the reform program come?

Well, within the context of term educational requirements reform, there are three general tracks that are available.

One of these is strengthening of requirements or making the boundaries even more precise than those of the past, to prepare students for admission to, among similar large schools.

The other extreme is no requirements period that there is nothing outside of the major, which you are specifically qualified to take.

You are going to believe that the program of the past students will be depicted abstractly as being within the control of the financial limits of several colleges and universities in both instances, past and present, violence and destruction preceded the action by authorities and in both cases these acted represented a symbolic denial of the life styles and beliefs of the status quo.

The quarting of troops can be compared to the present day use of the National Guard and State Troopers to quell campus protests and civil disturbances also synonymous to the past in this instance is the depiction of a perpetual police state in our nation in definite association to the paranoia of its citizenry against those who are otherwise are not uniformly, for the accepted norm. As Paul L. Brand said, "America was born in bloodshed and fire and--and unless she deals with the problems which beset her at home--she will die in violence."

There are many factors involved in the determination of why there is undeclared nation. All of these factors are inter-related and yet unique in their own right. In the News &"News World Report" assigns five major areas that have been considered as America's suicidal acceleration toward imminent disaster.

The five areas will be depicted in the first semester of 1971.

Will the four-one-four semesters be depicted into effect along with reform?

This is not a question that the General Educational Policies Committee has jurisdiction over.

In previous faculty meetings the Four-One-Four structure has been discussed.

Dr. Matthews and a committee were appointed to study the pros and cons and report to the faculty.

The work was done.

Another discussion pursued, the faculty has not taken a formal vote on the Four-One-Four.

A calendar change can come into effect by two directions by vote of the faculty or by administrative decree.

So far as the Four-One-Four is concerned, neither of these has taken place.

How have the student members of the Educational Policies Committee made decision?

We have three student members of the educational committee "and they are voting members."

The student members of the committee have not attended the last three meetings.

The last two are quite understandable.

The meeting in early December.. . . none of the student members were present, and none indicated the reason why they were not present.

In these last three meetings how much voting has taken place?

In the last three meetings we have probably made our greatest progress in formulating the changes.

Let me emphasize again, that the Committee has taken no formal action that could be construed as action of the Committee.

After final approval by the committee, will you bring the reform program before the faculty?

As chairman of the EPC it is probable that I will request the action of the organizational structure and take the recommendation to the educational requirements-weather ever they might be directed to the faculty.

Will the Committee have then expanded its responsibilities to other educational policies reform?

Responsibility of the EPC to the total program—no.

With general educational requirements reform, we still face departmental self-analysis and consideration of the curriculum offerings which lend themselves to the One part of the Four-One-Four.

SGA Money Resigns

The in-between which is the Four-One-Four.

This was done.

A calendar change can come into effect by two directions by vote of the faculty or by administrative decree.

So far as the Four-One-Four is concerned, neither of these has taken place.

How have the student members of the Educational Policies Committee made decision?

We have three student members of the educational committee "and they are voting members."

The student members of the committee have not attended the last three meetings.

The last two are quite understandable.

The meeting in early December . . . none of the student members were present, and none indicated the reason why they were not present.

In these last three meetings how much voting has taken place?

In the last three meetings we have probably made our greatest progress in formulating the changes.

Let me emphasize again, that the Committee has taken no formal action that could be construed as action of the Committee.

After final approval by the committee, will you bring the reform program before the faculty?

As chairman of the EPC it is probable that I will request the action of the organizational structure and take the recommendation to the educational requirements-weather ever they might be directed to the faculty.

Will the Committee have then expanded its responsibilities to other educational policies reform?

Responsibility of the EPC to the total program—no.

With general educational requirements reform, we still face departmental self-analysis and consideration of the curriculum offerings which lend themselves to the One part of the Four-One-Four.

Donald LaMar, treasurer of the Student Government Association, explained his stand last Monday because of a disillusionment of the Student Government Association's power to conduct its financial affairs without college intervention. LaMar explained his request for a change can come into effect by two directions by vote of the faculty or by administrative decree.

One of the biggest problems which faced the SGA when I took over as treasurer was the fact that there had been monies spent last year which had come out of this year's budget.

"We can only go on in this way for so long because of the snowballing effect which comes about from this type of financing," he stated.

"This is not a sufficient amount with which to run a budget," commented LaMar.

LaMar stated that the SGA would in all probability have to ask College Vice President Earle Dalley for about $3,700 just so the SGA can break even.

"One of the biggest problems which faced the SGA when I took over as treasurer was the fact that there had been monies spent last year which had come out of this year's budget.

"We can only go on in this way for so long because of the snowballing effect which comes about from this type of financing," he stated.

This, in other words, is the problem facing the SGA treasury.

After recuperating the houses from this year's budget for last year's bills, the amount of money which the SGA has to operate upon is being considered.

If allowed to continue, the effect would be that the SGA would start a new year with no money at all.

"As for the financial situation of the SGA, there exists, in my opinion, little hope.

The bonus fund consists of monies not spent by previous student governments which are put into an external fund rather than be returned to the budget for the current year.

LaMar explained that the fund consisted of $2,500 and that he had taken $1,000 of that amount and put it into a five per cent certificate hoping that on the interest there would be enough to help meet the needs of the SGA.

"Unless revisions are made before the Spring Weekend, we will never live up to our duties," stated LaMar in his letter.

LaMar ended his letter stating that he was tired of playing baby sitter for the hands of SGA officers and for the legislators.

LaMar's resignation was read to the legislators Tuesday night and was accepted.

SGA President John Young will fill LaMar's post until a replacement can be named.
Apoge Plans Cash Inducements

Literary talent of the faculty and student body will be brought forth in the annual edition of Apoge. As a feature of the literary magazine, the Apoge, but there will be a difference between the two crops of those in previous years in that this new crop of worker turn- that is now developing in our nation.

Racial Tensions

Although no longer paramount in the lives of average citizens, civil rights still plays an integral role in the further construction or final destruc- tion of this land. "Racial turmoil is erupting again—with a toll of dead and wounded. Cars- ing in Georgia struts apartheid." that the end of the sum- mer riot seasons may be more myth than reality. A riot in Austin, on May 11, 1970, brought death and destruction. The heated disputes over the housing issue and the obvious, as well as the pitfalls between blacks and whites on all social levels only meekly indicates the growing class antag- onisms that actually exist.

Rise of Crime

Crime, being on the streets, underworld activity, or political crime is a product of the nature, which is one of the most explicit examples of the failure of the old ruling class. In the hands of the conventional social elite. "Profound public con- cern clamps no lid on rising crime rates. We have long-sighted blighting effect on the quality of life in America." There has been an upward trend in the crime rate both in the cities and sub- urbs alike. J. Edgar Hoover in Congressional testimony on the problem of crime in America stated that there is "an inc- reasingly alarming fear of the safety of their streets, neighborhoods, and homes. Other alarming signs are the steady rise in assaults, many of them murderous, on police officers and the expand- ing number of political crimes against established authority, such as the bombing of the Univ. of Wisconsin Math Center.

Ecology Movement

The environment has become the new factor of anxiety and stress in our already troubled society. "In the beginning, con- cern for the environment was seen as a cause on which all could unite. But it has given rise to many discord, clashes, and counterclashes. There is a consider- able organization against the environmental movement. As the stop stock holder meetings of those companies that have pol- luted the land and water. Federal, state, and local agencies have cracked-down on polluters and pollutants, thus indicating the growing concern on the environ- mental level in regards to the national environment. Simultaneously, the lack of foresight and planning by the ruling fac- tions in the past has led to this drastic alteration in relation to the conceived and used government policies regarding envi- ronmental protection and growth."

Bredon, states that since final exams have become no more than hourly tests and that the use of comprehensive exams become more unprofitable, an executive committee should be created to make the revision of the present exam system. The committee, should it fail to make definitive moves toward the goal of abolishing final exams, will be dissolved and a legislative committee will take over the matter. The solution then was to inform the dates of the SFA and class elections for the upcoming year. The elections for the execu- tive committee will be held on March 4 and 4 with speeches to be given at the assembly on Wed., Mar. 1. The election of class officers will be held Mar. 15. The deadline for petitions for those seeking officers will be Feb. 17 for freshmen, and Mar. 5 for the class officers. In other action a committee of students was formed to work with Dean William Guy for the synthesis of an evaluation of teachers. The committee will decide upon the method of teacher evaluation and how the results will be used.

A Girl in My Soup

Student legislature, meeting on Tuesday night, passed a bill creating a committee to study the necessity of final examin- ations.

The bill, introduced by Larry Breedon, states that since final exams have become no more than hourly tests and that the use of comprehensive exams become more unprofitable, an executive committee should be created to make the revision of the present exam system. The committee, should it fail to make definitive moves toward the goal of abolishing final exams, will be dissolved and a legislative committee will take over the matter. The solution then was to inform the dates of the SFA and class elections for the upcoming year. The elections for the execu- tive committee will be held on March 4 and 4 with speeches to be given at the assembly on Wed., Mar. 1. The election of class officers will be held Mar. 15. The deadline for petitions for those seeking officers will be Feb. 17 for freshmen, and Mar. 5 for the class officers. In other action a committee of students was formed to work with Dean William Guy for the synthesis of an evaluation of teachers. The committee will decide upon the method of teacher evaluation and how the results will be used.

Civil War with a direct insight into the feelings of both sides.

There are "Northern boys," who complain of the cold and the wet, hoping that the new general is better than the last one, and the "Southern boys," who never owned slaves and never expect to, but who are fighting because they won't let the North or anyone else put them down.

Marshalls Mentioned

Twenty of the top mem- bers of the junior class at High Point College have been chosen to serve on Junior Mar- shalls for the current school year.

Douglas Drake and Helen Browning will serve as Cockhill Mar- shalls. Other marshals are: Jane Harding, Malene Levering, Pat McDowell, William Kearns, Ly- nda Basinger, Tori Corn- er, Randi Duncan, Carolyn Sirk, Alisa Hinkel, Min. Shir- ley Morris, Candace DemetLIMITED EDITIONS LIBRARY

Our knowledge is your protection

book has a diamond! I'm proud of where he bought my diamond!

Will you be proud or embarrassed when friends ask where you bought your diamond? And, will you be embarrassed about the price you paid for the quality received? Today, there are no " bargains" in diamonds. You save no more often less for one of your knowledgable American Gem Society member jewel- ers, OEIHOH. It's the only way to be sure of your diamond's quality, and it's the only way to be sure of your diamond's quality. A member of the American Gem Society, Schullman's is your kind of jewelers. I'm proud of where he bought my diamond!

One hour free parking at our Davie Street entrance
High Point College's Purple Panthers are now faced with the struggle of upcoming conference games.

Involved in only four conference games so far this year, High Point carries a 2-2 record. The first victory of the season was against Atlantic Christian and the second was over the recently defeated Newberry Indians.

Elon Christians take claim to both of our defeats and maintain an undefeated record in the conference circuit.

The remaining eleven regular season games to be played including Wednesday's game at Piedmont forces HPC to face nine conference opponents which will be certain prove interesting.

For an overall standing of the conference circuit, High Point carries a 2-2 record.

HPC follows with a 2-2.

Catawba Next

The next home game for High Point will be a conference encounter Saturday, Jan. 30, against Catawba College.

The Purple Panthers will have already met the defending champions Guilford College the preceding night, Jan. 29, at the Greensboro Coliseum.

Also included in the remaining days of January will be an away game at Lenoir Rhyne.

The first game of February will be UNC at Asheville, a home game for HPC.

Two Make 'Who's Who'

Two High Point College Panther athletes, base ball star Mark Gebicke and trackster Billy Webb, have been named to "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges."

Gebicke, a native of Adelphi, Md., hit 13 home runs last spring - more than any other player in the NAIA.

Webb, from Greenbelt, Md., is an outstanding hurdler as well as an exceptional student.

Can't Win 'em All

PANthers BREAK EVEN

High Point College began the Carolina Conference basketball season last Thursday when the Purple Panthers hosted Newberry's Indians at Alumni Gymnasium.

Previous to the Christmas break, the Panthers posted a 1-1 conference record.

The Indians had four starters averaging in double figures.

The first half of the Newberry game resulted in the High Point's basketball team since returning from the Christmas break got off to a blistering start of an HPC 1-0, with that as the last time the Purple Panthers saw the lead.

Elon's defense and offense in the first half held off any threat by the Panthers with an extremely low half-time score for High Point, 42-18.

Coach Bob Vaughn's cool calm temper must have carried on into the locker room after a first half last minute call and further discussion with the referee, for HPC's Purple Panthers came out looking like a completely different ball club in the second half.

If it had not been for Elon's outstanding first half and a slow start on the Panther's part, there might have been the makings for a potential upset.

Elon's Christians continued to boost their averages with three of their top players alone having a total of 65 points.

Elon's Cole pulled up with 35 points, Hicklin with 20 and Paschall ranking third with only 12 points.

Butler had the honors of high scorer for HPC with 16 points and Kirkman followed with 15 points.

Smith was the last of the double figure HPC players that evening with 11 points.

Starts Thursday

This is the first Andy Warhol movie to be shown commercially in the Triad area. You must see it.

"Outrageously raunchy, but oddly moving."

—Look Magazine

"Should be seen. The best Warhol production to date."

—Judith Crist, NBC-TV

"Funny, provocative, affecting and somehow very fine."

—N. Y. Times

This movie is definitely not for the squeamish.

Pathway Plaza Shopping Center
Route #150
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Change here?

Many are speculating that the era of campus turmoil is over and that the 70's and 80's will be a time of change.

But here at High Point College one wonders if this campus will ever see either.

Whether it will or will not is the issue.

The issue is why didn't HPC experience some type of change within the past few years whether violent or non-violent.

The answer is not as simple as it appears on the surface.

The administration is thankful that nothing so tragic as a little rumble over open dorms happened and the community believes that all is well and the students are content with their roles at the college.

But are they?

It is the contention of this writer that the students of HPC are not content with any phase of campus life, but that they lack the initiative to help change any of it.

They gather in their rooms at night and wail about the ills of the college, but when they are invited to speak their piece through their newspaper, the editor's mailbox is empty.

The question then remains as to why the juniors and seniors get involved in anything when they won't be here to see any of the changes.

This is precisely the same argument that the juniors and seniors have ten years ago and it is for this reason that the juniors and seniors of today, along with the rest of the student body, have what they today—nothing.

State aid needed

Private colleges all over the country are running into financial difficulty because they are finding that they can no longer compete with state supported institutions of higher education.

Here in North Carolina, the situation is not much better than the national average.

The private colleges and universities here are finding it hard to compete with the state supported schools and as a result, they have experienced a significant decrease in their enrollments.

Why are our private colleges going through such turmoil? The reasons are many, and the main problem appears to be money.

The average cost of tuition alone for the private college is $1,100 per year as opposed to $1,480 at the state supported schools and $126 at community colleges.

This is a time of rising costs and the private college realizes that it can raise its tuition charges to just so high a level and no higher.

If the private colleges do not receive state aid soon, they will more than likely have to close their doors.

Another problem is the quality of education that the private colleges can offer or cannot offer as opposed to state supported schools.

It is quite obvious that the state schools, which are able to offer higher salaries are getting to get the best teachers.

If a poll were to be conducted about student apathy on this campus, the most popular answer would undoubtedly be that there is nothing to do on weekends.

Whose fault is this? The students'.

Why? Because they choose not to get involved in student government and they allow their legislators to manipulate them once every two weeks and do absolutely nothing to change the apathy.

Another popular answer would be that the administration discourages the students by not acting upon their proposals.

This is also the students' fault.

The administration is not going to do any more than the students want it to do, and if the students do not keep after the administration about their proposals, then nothing is going to happen and HPC will be the same way in twenty years that it is now.

The answer is for students to stop talking and start doing.

Why should the juniors and seniors get involved in anything when they won't be here to see any of the changes?

Private colleges and universities here are finding it hard to compete with the state supported schools.

Another aspect is that today more and more college bound students are looking for the college where they can obtain the best education for the least amount of money, and many of the private colleges cannot offer this.

Another reason for the continuing drop in enrollments in the private colleges is the moral imperative to not compete with state supported schools.

Insofar as High Point College is an arm of the United Methodist Church and insofar as it lays claim to a history of "open door" policy of admissions, it lives under moral imperative to actively seek qualified black students (the problem of "rollin' in") but in order to help effect a reconciliation of the races ...

Student frustrated

Sir,

T h e S t u d e n t G o v e r n m e n t A s s o c i a t i o n awarded me a scholarship in the amount of $10,000.

The administration is thankful that the students of HPC are not content with their roles at the college.

Sir,

The administration is thankful that the students of HPC are not content with their roles at the college.

Sir,

The resignation was handed in because the legislators, that we have control over the educational institution. The students were forced to pay all expenses is a tragedy, but the greater tragedy comes from the results of these careless acts.

Because of the state of the finances of the SGA now, it is quite conceivable that the funds now allocated to the SGA will be placed under the direction of the college, because the student representatives have proved, at least to the administration, that the students cannot manage their own money.

Students on campuses all over the country are fighting for the rights to govern themselves, and we who have these rights allow them to be abused and possibly ultimately taken away.

Letters to the editor

Sir,

There is existing in contemporary American culture a fundamental alienation between the black and white races. Although the problem of racial alienation is grounded in a basic denial of the Christian concept of brotherhood of all men and intensified by a discrepancy in the educational attainments of the two races, it is through ultimate hope of racial reconciliation is to be discovered in the realization of brotherhood, however involving the solving of the educational discrepancy may facilitate reconciliation.

A college admissions policy which excludes blacks tends to perpetuate the educational discrepancy and weaken the possibility of reconciliation. High Point College has rejected such a policy. However, a so-called "more college" movement ofmissions is basically a negative reaction, in that it abolishes the prohibitive against admitting black students but does little to encourage their application.

Insofar as High Point College is an arm of the United Methodist Church and insofar as it lays claim to a history of "open door" policy of admissions, it lives under moral imperative to actively seek qualified black students (the problem of "rolling in") but in order to help effect a reconciliation of the races...
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**Order of Lighted Lamp Inducts Twelve**

Twelve High Point College students were inducted into the oldest honor society on the campus Wednesday when they became members of the Order of the Lighted Lamp. The tenets of the Order of the Lighted Lamp are scholarship, character, leadership, and service.

The society is guided by the students' participation in: student government, athletics, publications, and religious and social participation.

North Carolina topped six of the nominations, which were made by the present members and approved by the faculty.

Those seniors honored are: Mike Brown from Asheboro; Carl Brown from Greensboro, Ohio; Benton Day of Albemarle; Russell Jones from Livingston, N.J.; Jim Luedke of Wilming-

---

**Dalbey Agrees Private Schools Need Aid From Government**

by Beth Craddock

Earle Dalbey, vice president of business affairs, discussed the advantages of state aid to private colleges:

He said that North Carolina Association of Independent Colleges (of which High Point is a member) advocates financial aid from the state for private colleges.

As Dalbey sees it, state aid works when High Point and other small colleges to compete with the lower tuition costs of state supported schools and attract a greater number of students.

North Carolina underwrites about $12,000 of the total cost for each student attending a state-supported school.

By contrast, High Point College receives from the state ten percent of a student from the Western North Carolina Conference of the United Church and no state aid.

He affirms that HPC operated on a balanced budget and this year's income and expenditures equal out at $2.3 million with no excess profit being earned.

"So help me," implores Dalbey, "we don't try to make any money. We have no reason to." Dan Dalbey, the college actually realizes no profit on the buildings, the fee will jump seventy-five dollars to one hundred dollars a year.

The total cost of the building is expected to be in the neighborhood of 1.5 million dollars.

The remainder of the money will come from the college and will be repaired by the students through an increase in the student activity fee.

The student activity fee is presently thirty dollars a year, but if the student center is built, the fee will jump seventy dollars to one hundred dollars per student per year.

The building will occupy the site west of the science building and will be of much the same type of architectural design.

---

**Players Slate Tryouts**

High Point College's theatrical group, the Tower Players, has announced the intention to hold tryouts for the annual spring production on Mon., Feb. 8, at 7 p.m. in the fine arts building.

This spring's presentation is a play entitled "Firebug" which was written by Swiss playwright Max Frisch.

The play is an absurd comedy consisting of only one act but with eight scenes.

There is a cast of 13 with the production dates set for April 26 & 27.

The artists series will present Jack London, an expert in Extra Sensory Perception, in Memorial Auditorium on Thurs., Feb. 18, at 8 p.m.

The lecture will be "ESP today" and should be of interest to those students who are currently mystified by such phenomena.
Young Sizes Up SGA Budget

"We're working with about $13,500 in savings and the budget has been almost brought up to date," said Young, in an interview, answered several questions about his accomplishments.

He sums up the work his office is doing in preparing the annual budget for the SGA, and the need for funds in acquiring more money for student purposes. It is evident that in recent weeks the SGA has had problems and confusion concerning money matters. The head of this office quickly points out that finances are in their present state due to lack of money.

For a long time the budget has needed to be revamped, and now many organizations such as Student Leadership are faced with the problem of not having enough money to buy wanted and needed items for the students, due to the lack of rebudgeting.

In the past, the SGA has had difficulty in finding funds to support the needs of college functions. For example, the SGA had to raise funds quickly to produce the needs of college functions.

Young feels that only a small group of students is involved in the SGA, and that many more students need to become involved in the SGA. He also feels that the SGA should be more involved in the activities of the college, and that more students should become involved in the SGA.

July 13, 1970
High Point College

Hallucinogens Use Discussed

Drugs are no longer the expense drug of the dumb, the clueless, or the one-armed. The drug is now an important part of the college scene. Students are turning to hallucinogens, such as LSD, to get the "flashbacks" and the "good trip" that comes with using the drug.

A high for about eight to ten hours, but the total effect lasts from 24 to 48 hours. Users take it in capsule form, a toothpick, or a cookie, and they can lick it off a stamp or other object impregnated with the drug. One method of smuggling is to ask a handkerchief with LSD, lighting it dry and then carrying it in the pocket just as a cigarette.

The handkerchief is then cut through into pieces and chewed to release the drug. Physically, the LSD user experiences an increase in pulse and a rise in blood pressure and temperature. It also causes cold sweaty palms, a flushed face, drooling, shaking, chills, nausea, and dizziness.

LSD is so powerful that a user can "kill" through a "tripped out" psyche condition with permanent damage. Drug abuse (the non-medical use of drugs) is many things. It is the heroin user slitting the veins of H, the Methedrine user high on speed, or the 12 year old smok- ing a "trip" on speed. 01 the 12 year old, the Melhedrine user high on speed. He may also walk in front of a car because he believes he can't hear or see. Under this influence he may try to leap out a window or off of a building and fall to his death. He may also walk in front of a car because he believes he can't see or hear. Under this influence he may try to leap out a window or off of a building and fall to his death.

The LSD user experiences the following:

1. A change in colors and objects.
2. A change in space and time.
3. A change in perception of time and space.
4. A change in perception of space and time.
5. A change in perception of space and time.
6. A change in perception of space and time.
7. A change in perception of space and time.
8. A change in perception of space and time.
9. A change in perception of space and time.
10. A change in perception of space and time.

LSD is a well-known drug, and is often referred to as "the good trip." It is a depressant drug that affects the brain and the nervous system. The drug causes hallucinations, or "flashbacks," which are temporary periods of intense emotion or perception.

LSD has been used in various forms, such as pills, tablets, and capsules. The drug is usually taken orally, but can also be inhaled, injected, or smoked. LSD is often used as a recreational drug, and is considered to be a " Goa drug." LSD is also used as a research tool, and has been studied extensively to understand its effects on the brain and the nervous system.
Panthers Drop 3 Of Last 4

The last two weeks of basketball endeavors only brought HPC one win defeating Pfeiffer with a final score 76-64.

Purple Panthers maintained control of the game throughout both halves with the closest threat of Pfeiffer 22-21 at the close of the first half.

As attempted rally late in the fourth quarter by Pfeiffer failed to fasten the defense and with super foul shooting HPC pulled the lead out of any danger.

Senior Pepe Collins brought the title of high scorer for the evening with double figures of 21 points. Phil Butler and John Kirkman came up with 17 points and 15 points respectively.

LR Wins First High Point's first loss of the season against Bennett College, the Pantherettes ran the score up in a hurry and had no trouble in bringing home their first victory.

A little added enthusiasm from the locker room discussion brought Kirkman up to 25 total points, 33 points being tallied in the second half.

Despite the bad showing John Kirkman was high scorer, Collins connecting for 18 points with Butler and Turley Smith each under ten points. Both Collins and Smith found themselves in trouble with accredited fouls and left the game in the final minutes.

A little left standing at the opening of the Guilford game the Panther's found themselves with an eight point deficit five minutes after the center jump.

The closest the HPC Panthers could come in reach of the leading Quakers was a four point margin at the half 42-38 Guilford.

Before the Panthers could muster any kind of an act in the half, the HPC Panthers jumped the score up another eight points, putting the team with an ever widening gap of 12 points.

It was rather curious to see if the Panthers remembered that the object of the game is baskets after having elapsed 16 minutes of play before Smith finally accomplished the objectives of the game.

Falling back to the greatest gap of the evening HPC was facing a 16 point lag before a changing into a man-to-man full court press.

With remarkable ball handling and a little hustling from the floor, HPC caused some pressure on the Guilford offense allowing our own offense to exert some effort towards the boards.

Many turnovers and many mistakes allowed HPC to get by with a respectable defeat of only a seven point difference.

Final score: 71-63.

Loss to Catawba

The final game of this four game conference was on Saturday with Catawba, just 24 hours after the defeat by Guilford.

Once again, the Panthers were unable to get it together in the first few minutes and beat the previous night's record by falling behind with a 12 point gap.

The first half found the Indians dancing off to a fantastic 34-18 lead and it wasn't until desperation set in that the full court press was again utilized. The lead was cut to 35-29, Catawba.

The second half didn't bring forth any earth shaking changes except that the score progressed into higher figures with the final buzzer revealing a 20 point difference.

A player that the HPC fans haven't seen a lot of this season, Carlin Steed, was brought in early in the game after starter Butler suffered an ankle injury, and managed to lead the team's scoring with 21 points.

The distribution of points went as follows: Smith, 14; Kirkman, 9; and Allen, with 8.

The game is not over until the final buzzer rings with the Panthers playing on the 3rd at Guilford and the 4th at Catawba.

The roster of future games is as follows:

February 2, against Winthrop
February 12, against Catawba
February 14, at Guilford
February 19, against Catawba
February 22, against Guilford
February 26, against Catawba
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February 19, against Catawba
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A modest proposal

by Dave Baird

While enjoying Christmas holidays at home, I reveled in observation of the no-bra look now seen on certain television shows.

Ah, now by simply pressing a button...

By letting the mind roam, though, I curiously imagined my mother and her mother in those few pre-support days of yester-year.

Though a relatively unsupported opinion, one would believe the lack of the look of day modesty and innocence, for the no-bra look was in VOGUE.

Mother seems to have acquired much sterner attitudes, though, with the wave of the bra.

It seems only those who wished to uplift and accentuate the bosom dared the bra-look of the early 1930's.

The more timid and less expending young women stayed with the free look, the old look. We must realize fads and fashions shape the world; consequently, the Roaring Twenties' female set eventually gave up their support for her "America the Beautiful" gave up much of its natural beauty and experienced a new standardized feminine look.

I wonder in passing though, if the 'he-1930 woman adapted herself and others to the new look, and did she find it pleasurable to be paid in a fund to pay for the new Student Union.

The economics of this plan support it without question.

It is a well established fact that the students of HPC indulge in this collegiate past time and that they do in fact drive to neighboring cities to imbibe.

This plan would in effect reduce the student activity fee from $100 per student to around $40 since the average student spends about sixty dollars per year on beer.

The student is going to buy beer anyway, so why not allow him to buy it at home and keep him there?

Is one of the human race, looking at an inevitable accident caused by a drinking student, worth the ban on beer from the college campus?

We believe that this rule has been adhered to by all.

Instead of increasing the student activity fee, the administration should allow the students to spend their money on campus and utilize the profits from campus.
Over-reaction All Around

There is no curfew.

"We have to keep the lid on.

"There is no curfew that I've heard of; we just don't want anyone hurt, plus the neighbors are complaining."

I, Shallotte, N. C. and Jeddy D.

"If you yell out here after 2:00, you'll be arrested."

Every kept glancing at the dorms most of the girls returned for a moment.

"There is a curfew; you can be arrested for it."

Stragglers quickly started to their dorms as one policeman had his paddy wagon.

One policeman had his stick in hand.

One policeman had his stick in hand.

About 12:30, members of the High Point Police Dept. arrived under the supervision of Lt. Amaker and Sgt. Boyd.

Students, Mrs. Nanci Motsinger who was handy.

About 12:30, members of the High Point Police Dept. arrived under the supervision of Lt. Amaker and Sgt. Boyd.

Word soon spread through the dorm that the police were on campus and continued to roam the college grounds and buildings, the city police were forced to arrest the pair.

As President Wendell M. Paton states it, pantry raids offer comment on that matter.

The fact that destruction of property does take place is unharmful to all concerned, and most of the girls returned quickly hurried on.

The sergeant summed up, one of their dorms.

The sergeant summed up, one of their dorms.
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The fact that destruction of property does take place is unharmful to all concerned, and most of the girls returned.
**Three SGA Proxy Candidates Voice Ideas On Campus Issues**

**Miss Culp Hails SGA 'Openness'**

"Students should be totally involved and informed on what is happening on the campus and the SGA should be a service to rather than a monarch of the students."

Marty Culp is a sophomore who is aspiring to the office of President of the Student Government Association.

Although she has never before served in such a position, she feels that "It doesn't take any experience to run the student government that exists on this campus."

When asked how she felt about drinking in the dorms she said that she would favor any legislation pertinent to this if the majority of the students supported it.

"However, I think the outlook is dim since this is a private Methodist College and the Board of Trustees will not make the change," states Miss Culp.

Miss Culp, a transfer student from UNCC, who has experienced open dorms, believes that it will be a constructive innovation since there is little for the students to do on campus on the weekends.

Miss Culp's main concern is to involve the students in the activities and policies of the SGA.

She would also like to see more spirit such as was displayed during the recent panty raid.

"My main objective in wanting to be president of SGA is to represent the student body of HPC. It is my desire for the SGA to be an open organization in which all the students will be board and in which all of their desires will be supported."

**Cagle Sees Need For Innovations**

A sophomore transfer student from UNC-Charlotte, Miss Culp feels that the present system of student government at High Point College does not need an experienced legislator as its head.

"If the Board would realize that it's 1971 instead of 1921 and that times have changed, they would realize that rules have to change with the times."

"We've already had two panty raids without any serious incidents which indicates the students are responsible. I think the next step will have to be panty raid after panty raid until the Board 'wises up.'"

Bill Frazier

"It was tried over Homecoming and proven successful. There is no reason why this privilege couldn't be continued."

"Proper channels have given us no hope.

"The only alternative left to the students is to have open dorms without the consent of the Board of Trustees."

Bob Steinburg

**Disregard the rules in effect—because if everyone goes to the dorms, they can't throw everyone out."**

Bridge Freshman

"It don't know what students are expected to do. Revolt or talk?"

Steve Kadie

**Breeden Wants Students Involved**

"In my own way I'm concerned about what happens on this campus in more ways than academics—social experience is a great part."

"We need students with enough desire to approach the administration for the betterment of students on this campus," are the opening remarks of junior candidate Larry Breeden.

"In a way, I'm concerned about what happens on this campus in more ways than academics—social experience is a great part."

"We need students with enough desire to approach the administration for the betterment of students on this campus," are the opening remarks of junior candidate Larry Breeden.

Breeden feels that the office of presidency is the only position where a student will have the power to approach the administration.

Breeden was freshman class legislator, sophomore class president, and junior class president. He is also chairman of the legislative committee.

**Readmission Applications Deadlines Set**

Applications for readmission are due in the Admissions Office no later than March 1.

All applications must be accompanied by a $100 deposit showing the intent to return for the 1971 Fall term.
There's A Problem At 905 Montlieu Avenue

The house at 905 Montlieu Avenue is a problem. College officials and Panhellenic Council members are presently in a quandary over how much money is owed on the sorority meeting house, and a resolution to the problem seems to be slow in coming.

According to Business Manager of the College Earl G. Dalby, sororities owe on a balance of approximately $8,000 toward the structure.

Ruth Sherrill, President of the Council, as well as members of the Council want a clearer overall picture presented to them regarding the financial arrangements surrounding the Panhellenic House.

Consequently, several Council members recently visited Mr. Dalby in an attempt to obtain information about the state of the house.

The Council as a whole asked the business chief to attend a meeting with them on Feb. 2 in order to come to a clearer understanding of the financial picture.

"Mr. Dalby was unable to attend this meeting due to a family matter," Miss Sherrill later reported.

At this time, both parties regret that the meeting could not have taken place, and are optimistic concerning further discussion on the matter.

**$18,500 Cost**

The Panhellenic House at High Point College was purchased in 1959 for $18,500 according to Mr. Dalby and the existing contract agreement.

A gift amounting to $6,500 was presented at that time to the Panhellenic Council by Charles Hayworth. A remaining account of $12,000 then faced the Council.

According to the contract, the college then provided from its funds the $12,000 in form of a loan on which interest would be 6% per annum, or $720.

The college then also assumed the responsibility for maintenance and upkeep of the house. This fund was created to pay for "major repairs, such as a new furnace, new roof, etc., (which) will be made as needed with the cost to be paid by the sororities.

According to the contract between the college and the Panhellenic council, "These annual payments total $1,800 which is $200 per month on the nine month plan. Since there are four sororities, this will be $50 per month (nine months) for each sorority."

**$8,000 Balance**

"The balance owed the college by its sororities now amounts to $8,000," concluded Dalby in a recent HI-PO interview. "In the past five or six years no money has been applied to the principal loan, and over $2,000 has accumulated in the "sinking fund."

This money has built up due to the reduced interest payments on the present principal of $8,000, which is now $480 per year. So it seems that out of the eighteen hundred that the sororities pay each school year, only two hundred can conceivably be paid on the existing loan.

**Patton Offers Wesley**

College President Wendell M. Patton has no idea what will be done with the house on Montlieu Avenue.

That problem lies with the Panhellenic Council and the Board of Trustees.

Patton himself has no connection since the college does not have any responsibility toward the house.

Steps have been taken though, to help provide sorority members with a better lounge and meeting place.

In approximately two weeks, the 5st floor of Wesley Hall will sport a face lifting.

The old dormitory rooms will then be opened as lounges, meeting rooms, and typing rooms for sorority members.

The lounges will be completely refurnished and will hopefully give a fresh and cheerful appearance.

This is definitely a step in the right direction, and a first step at last.

But hopefully, this first step will not be the last step, too.

**Council Considers Options**

It is apparent that the Panhellenic Council cannot pay its loan to the school within the next twenty years at the present rate. The question in the minds of both Miss Sherrill, the Panhellenic head, and Dalby, now seems to be, "What is the next step?"

The hypothetical question of, "What will the college do with the Panhellenic house if the Council decides to wash their hands of the house?" brought this opinion from Dalby: "We (the college) could sell or rent the house, but that decision would lie with the Board of Trustees."

"We will definitely not sell or give up the house," declares Panhellenic President Ruth Sherrill.

"The Council has voted on the matter and has decided to explore at least two possibilities: either remodel the main level of the house, or build an addition on to the existing structure."

Since estimates of the cost of a new addition would generally amount to $12 per square foot, the sororities would then be faced with an additional cost.

Things may remain the same as under the present conditions if the problem is not coped with at once. Whatever, any change will be a start.

Miss Sherrill voices her opinion that "it is very likely that we could acquire substantial funds for such a project from sorority grads."

It is in this manner that Jack Thompson voiced this opinion to Dalby in a recent HI-PO interview. "The girls here on campus need rooms for meetings of 25-30 people, but there are no walls to knock out to accomplish this."

I would like to see a new and larger house built, or rent out the present house and use the money for a new structure."
Amphetamines, Barbiturates Defined

Amphetamines are stimulants to the central nervous system. While under the influence of large amounts the individual may be overactive, jittery, tense, and sometimes violent. This may lead to belligerent or homicidal behavior.

Long-term heavy users of amphetamines are usually irritable and unstable, and other heavy drug users, they show varying degrees of social, intellectual and emotional breakdown.

There is a deterioration of all social, familial, and moral values. Like the heroin addict, the "speed freak" will do anything to obtain his supply.

The stimulant drugs are usually taken as pills, but can be taken in liquid form by injecting the liquid into the veins—a dangerous practice.

Dangers from injecting "speedo" (metamphetamine) into the veins include serum hepatitis, abscesses and even death in the case of anacustomed higher doses.

The amphetamine class does not produce physical dependence, but does create psychological dependence.

In addition, the body develops a tolerance to these drugs so that larger and larger doses are required to gain the same "high."

Abrupt withdrawal from the drug may result in a deep and suicidal depression. Another stimulant is cocaine, an odorless, white fluffy powder resembling snow.

Cocaine is generally sniffed and absorbed by the mucous membrane of the nose. It can also be injected directly into the bloodstream. One well known method is to combine cocaine with heroin into a "speedball."

This provides the immediacy and purity of cocaine with the "afterglow" of heroin.

On the opposite end of the spectrum are the downers or barbiturate depressants.

Barbiturates are a sedative and a hypnotic and exert a powerful calming action on the central nervous system. Taking in normal doses, barbiturates mildly depress the action of the nerves, skeletal muscles, and heart muscles.

Barbiturates range from the short-acting, fast starting pheno-barbiturial sodium (Nembutal) and secalobarbitural sodium (Seconal) to the long-acting, slow starting barbital (Amytal), and butabarbital (Amytal Sodium). The short acting preparations are the ones most commonly abused.

In 1962, a Federal Food and Drug Administration survey showed that only one out of four powders of barbituric acid (the principal ingredient) were available in the United States.

When compared to tablets or capsules of 100 mg each, this is equal to 24 doses for each man, woman, and child in the country.

Barbiturates can be taken by mouth, intravenously, or rectally. Daily doses of 0.4 mg have been known to produce a significant dependence.

Whereas the abrupt withdrawal from barbiturates causes a serious physical problems, those withdrawing from "downers" may show varying degrees of cramps, nausea, delirium, and convulsions, and in some cases, sudden death.

As a result, barbiturate addicts must be withdrawn closely under medical supervision, convulsions can occur up to 16th day of withdrawal.

The mortality rate of barbiturate addicts is significantly higher than that of the amphetamine addicts.

Open Stacks No Boon To Books' Circulation

As of last November the stacks in the library have been opened to the students without the necessity of a stack permit.

The decision to open the stacks came from the Library Committee and was approved by the faculty.

As of now, Librarian Miss Marcella Carter has explained that the open stacks have not increased the circulation of the books.

A student is now free to browse through the books but this presents new problems.

Within the few past weeks, several encyclopedias have been mutilated to the point where they are of no further use.

"This is certainly not the type of behavior one would ex-pect out of college students," commented Miss Carter.

Other problems facing the library are that it is outgrowing its present facilities and that there may not be enough room to hold the books which the college will purchase this year alone.

"In order to find space for many of the new books, we have had to put the shelves down so far that we can put no additional shelves," stated Miss Carter.

This new arrangement makes it more difficult to use the books needed and will effect discourage students from taking advantage of the open stacks.

"There just isn't room for the students to sit down with a book before they take it out of stacks and check it out," comments Vice-President Earl Dalbey.

It appears that the need for new library has become a crisis and that there are no plans for the construction of one in the very near future.

Dalbey comments that many students have been made in an effort to find a suitable way to expand the present facility because of the way it was built, none of the plans art feasible.

It appears that the students will have to face the overcrowding conditions until such time as a new library becomes reality.
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"LOVE STORY" Starts March 31
Purple Panthers last non-conference game was against UNC at Asheville, nationally ranked among all small colleges.

Throughout the entire first half, the Panthers played a tough game.

In the final minutes, High Point was down as Pete Collins tied up the game with a lay-up. With less than 1 minute left, the Panthers controlled the ball as Collins hit a short jumper with 2 seconds left to give High Point the win, 77-75.

Tubby Smith had high score of the game with 23 points as Collins finished with 16 and Phil Butler and Joe Wilson each added 10.

On Saturday, the Panthers played their second exciting game, coming out on top of Appalachian State, 76-68. High Point posted a tough zone defense, blocking off the Mountaineers attempt at the outside. Appalachian found it hard to hit the bucket as Collins outside. Appalachian found it unable to get a lead.

With the margin never getting over 12, High Point was able to cut the lead down to just a little as 5 points.

The Panthers had trouble putting together a good solid offense, running into foul trouble and cold outside shooting. The two players who were able to keep up the score were Collins, who added 25 points, and Steed, who came in during the first half, connected for 13.

But the biggest trouble was the offensive rebounding. Just about every shot put up by High Point found the Falcons on top at 40-40, and on to win behind the heavy scoring of Collins and Lenoir Rhyne's. The game ended with the Panthers down, 75-67.

The last game was against Atlantic Christian. They are Lion, in first with a 9-3 record and Lenoir Rhyne has another game to go. Meanwhile a battle is raging for second place between Guilford and Lenoir Rhyne; Guilford having a 2-1 record and Lenoir Rhyne with a 10-4 record.

Lenoir Rhyne has finished conference action while Guilford has another game to go. There appears to be a three-way battle going for fourth place between Catawba (6-6), Newberry (4-7) and High Point (4-7).

Catawba has one remaining conference game against HPC tomorrow night. If the Panthers win and can also beat Guilford, there will be at least a two-way tie for fourth.

With all due respect to High Point College's Homecoming festivities, Lenoir Rhyne's Bears downed HPC's Purple Panthers Feb. 5 at Alumni Gymnasium. With a nine point margin, the game ended after High Point's scoring of 67 points and Lenoir Rhyne's bagging of 75.

The Hi-Po Panthers play 5 cliffhangers
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Throughout the entire first half, the Panthers played a tough game.

In the final minutes, High Point was down as Pete Collins tied up the game with a lay-up. With less than 1 minute left, the Panthers controlled the ball as Collins hit a short jumper with 2 seconds left to give High Point the win, 77-75.

Tubby Smith had high score of the game with 23 points as Collins finished with 16 and Phil Butler and Joe Wilson each added 10.
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But the biggest trouble was the offensive rebounding. Just about every shot put up by High Point found the Falcons on top at 40-40, and on to win behind the heavy scoring of Collins and Wilson with 26 and 16 respectively, as Smith added 11.

The final minutes, again, showed a rally by Pfeiffer, but the Panthers were able to put a stop to it, ending the game, 77-77.
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Veto proposed Constitution

The students of High Point College on March 5 will vote on a proposed new constitution which will delegate more power to the office of president and vice-president of the student legislature that, if passed, the administration of student affairs will virtually be in the hands of two people.

The new constitution changes the executive body from four elected officials to two elected with the offices of the treasurer and bookkeeper being appointive.

The change will give the president the power to appoint all committees, the treasurer, bookkeeper, all students on student-faculty committees and all unfilled offices in any of the class elective offices.

It also makes provisions for the vice-president to be the speaker of the senate and coordinate all freshman orientation activities.

To place this much power in the hands of two individuals means that the vote of the students in matters of importance will be virtually taken away.

For example: for the campus which succeds in capturing both of the offices will affect be in control of all campus activities and committees of importance.

We therefore feel that to approve such a constitution would be a breach of the democratic processes of this campus since it would affect place all activities under a controlling clique.

We are of the opinion that this is a backward step in the process of revamping a much disorganized student government association and that it should not be approved.

Panty raid raided

Once again the student body has been subjected to the gross indecency of having the local police arrive unannounced and put down a student rebellion in the form of all things, a panty raid.

Last Monday night the male students decided to live up the campus by engaging a panty raid on the girls dorm and were met with the gleeful shouts of the girls and the bloody hiss of the clubs of the city police.

Why did the administration get uptight about an old college tradition and call in the armed force of the law?

No one knows for sure and we can only speculate as to the reasons for such a hastily and unintelligent decision.

Literature likens abortion to holiday

While opening the mail the other day we found that several advertisements pertaining to the availability of legal abortions in New York.

Among the advertisements was a typewritten letter from the Woman's Aid and Guidance Group which offers referral service to any young woman wishing an abortion.

The manner in which the information is set forth is degrading in that the abortion comes off like a trip, now, pay-later vacation to an exotic resort.

As one example: for the small fee of $210, a candidate for an abortion who is less than 12 weeks pregnant gets a doctor, medication, laboratory work at Rhogam when the patient has a RH negative blood, and the referral fee.

Nothing else has to be paid.

For $350, women 13 to 15 weeks pregnant get D&C's and an overnight stay in a fine hospital.

The referral service will also make all appointments and meet flight reservations and meet any girl at the airport if she's traveling alone.

Although the legalization of abortions was supposed to provide safeguards for expectant women, services as cold as these make one wonder.

He's shocked by prices

I was quite shocked when I was informed of the new rules which the cafeteria has installed. Before you have to pay in advance and go over and buy a couple of doughnuts and milk in the morning before classes and at lunch a salad.

I liked this quite a bit because it was more economical and I wasn't paying only for what I was eating.

About a week ago I went into the cafeteria to buy a salad and was informed that Mr. CASfield had decided that you are going to go into the cafeteria that you must either buy a complete lunch or nothing.

I'm quite curious about the thinking behind such a policy.

Ever name anyone who sees the last noble struggle of a great nation to live against seemingly insurmountable odds? The five major areas of unrest exhibit vividly the growing turbulence and confusion now confronting those who must define the future for the Eisenhower and the Nixon generation.

The streets of our country are in turmoil. The universities are filled with students rebelling in reaction to that discipline by which the old order is threatening us with law.

And the Republic is in danger. You no longer have within and without. We need law and order and without law and order our nation cannot survive.

Is this statement that accepts the fact that the strict enforcement of law and order the only way to curb our country from revolution? Is it hoped that there will be other means to stop the forthcoming disaster in America, because that is the only answer. How can this be said? Easily. The above quotation is signed by the optimist in touch with reality.
Robert F. Vaughn ended his five year position as head basketball coach at High Point College Wed., morning when he formally resigned from the position.

While discussing the reasons behind his decision to resign,VAughn stated that due to the fact that the people in the High Point community were in opposition to him as a basketball coach at HPC, it would be for the best according to both High Point College and himself that he should resign.

Further commenting about his resignation, he stated that he had nothing further to say about the matter.

Vaughn did make a statement to the student body and was quite willing to express that he had enjoyed the relationships with his players and with the student body throughout his stay at the college.

As to Vaughn’s future, his plans are indefinite, but hopefully he will find a position.

Linda Bagby, Nate Cagle
Cop Veep, Prexy Positions

Nate Cagle and Linda Bagby are winners in the election for President and Vice President of SGA.

430 of High Point’s 1200 students voted.

The SGA amendment which proposed a new constitution giving the President authority to appoint the Secretary and Treasurer, was defeated.

The Student Union proposal calling for a new site for some of its buildings was passed by student President-elect Cagle is a student legislator and chief justice of the SGA judicial council.

Cagle’s platform included eliminating hours for girls and curfews for high school students.

Linda Bagby, the new Vice President, is former business manager of the HP-P. When contacted after election results were announced, Miss Bagby commented, “I hope I can live up to the expectations of those who supported me.”

Because the SGA amendment was defeated, an uncertain situation exists concerning the offices of Secretary and Treasurer.

Write-in candidates Lou Rivera and Lyle Pagrant received majorities for the respective offices of Secretary and Treasurer.

Rivera is a member of Theta Chi Fraternity and Pagrant is a Delta Sigma Phi.

It has not been determined yet if a new election will be held so that other candidates may petition for the posts.

John Young, SGA President, must decide if Rivera and Pagrant will take the positions or if new elections must be held.

The successful Student Union proposal calls for a re-evaluation and updating of the S. U. setup.

The proposal actually makes no major changes in the present situation.

Election date for Student Union officers was changed from April to December.

This change will allow time for an apprenticeship period for the new chairman.

The sight of gentle nature may soon be disrupted by the site of the new SU building.

Linda Bagby ... Vice President

SU Center Site Flap Continues

Dr. Wendell M. Patton, president of High Point College, has announced that the site of the new student union building has been changed from the south side of the campus, across Montlieu Ave., to the center of the campus, directly north of Harrison Hall.

The reason for the change was given as being in the interest of safety of the student body.

The renamed proposed site of the valley between the cafeteria and Cooke Hall and is the only untouched wooded area on campus.

The decision to make this the site for the student union means that the trees and flower beds will have to be removed thus eliminating most of the campus beauty.

The decision to move the site was greeted by mixed reactions from both administration and the students.

“Placing the student union building directly behind Harrison Hall means that the side walk to the north side of the campus will be closed and students will have to walk through the coal yard to reach Cooke Hall.

“It also poses a problem for the service entrance because it will then have to be put near the maintenance building destroying that area of the campus,” comments Patton when speaking of the move.

Nancy Motisenger, assistant dean of students, was opposed to the move from its first site, directly behind the present student union to the Montlieu Ave. site.

“I think that the site on Montlieu is a terrible one because of the inconvienience to the dorm students,” she says. Mrs. Motisenger also comments that she had hoped the Board of Trustees would reconsider the site proposal and move it back to the central campus.

Many are now concerned about the new move because it will destroy one of the last remaining areas of natural ecological beauty on campus.

Craig H. Falor, director of financial aid and a member of the Sierra Club, a society concerned with the preservation of natural beauty, including being selected as the NAIA District 26 Coach of the Year in 1969, the same year that he led the Purple Panthers to the quarter finals of the NAIA National Tournament in Kansas City.

He ended his 1966 to 1971 HPC career with an enviable 84 win and 58 loss record, one of the best in the Carolinas Conference.
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views on news

College President Wendell M. Patton's recent official announcement was that the new Student Union will be built directly behind Harrison Hall.

What is your opinion of these plans and what is your concern for the woodland which will be destroyed should that be the actual site?

"I would rather see the new building near Hayworth Hall. "

"The present spot behind the cafeteria would turn from woodland into cement and bricks and much of the campus' natural beauty would be destroyed.

"I would rather walk across the street and keep the woods."

Greg Jones

"I don't want to see any of the woods destroyed, for on a campus such as this, where the buildings aren't that beautiful, the woods are an additive.

"For serious walks and thinking, the woods in spring are the perfect place to be.

"The woods are needed more where they are than the S.U. in that location."

Vicki Lenza

"The campus is already too congested.

"As far as the new S.U. being built behind the cafeteria, I am opposed to the idea.

"The site across the street would be a better spot than the proposed site.

"Why destroy some of the nice scenery which helps to make this campus a little more pleasing to attend."

Carlvin Steed

"The Student Center should be just that—a student center.

"And with the plans to build it in the center of campus, it would be just that.

"Constructing the building across the street would defeat the idea of centralization.

"Granted, destroying the woods would be an ecological mistake, but one can't construct any building without natural boundaries.

"The best site was the original one of the Student Center."

John Caplanides

"I feel that the woods are the best asset to this campus and allow students to remain in contact with the world beyond the walls of the dorm.

"Although it is a little farther to walk across Montlieu Ave., I think the students can sacrifice the energy for the sight of the trees in the fall and more flowers in the springtime."

Jean McCauley

"I think the new location for the Student Center is very appropriate and convenient for the students.

"We obviously need a new building, and if that means clearing away some of those woods, I'll go along with the idea."

Nancy Caldwell

Wells States Readmissions Policy

Although the final deadline for readmission to the college was Mar. 1, many students still have not turned in their applications, according to Robert Wells, Jr., director of admissions.

Many of the questions which have come up concerning the readmission policy of the college deal with the required $100 deposit.

Wells states, "We are not asking for the readmission fee because we want to make money off of the students but because of the involvement with accepting new students.

"We need to know how many students are planning to return to HPC in order for us to fill a gap which might occur with new students who wish to transfer here."

Wells comments that it is necessary to request the deposit in order to assure the college of the intentions of the students to return.

"We don't want to start in the fall with openings caused by students who said they would return and didn't and this is the main reason for the deposit.

"Of course there are exceptions when we will allow a student to turn in his application without the deposit, but it is important that these students contact me so that arrangements can be made."

Wells also explains that students who are going to request financial aid for next year must apply within the next week in order for the director of financial aid to inform these students exactly how much can be allowed them before their return next fall.

Dorm Changes Advocated

Cheri Palermo, president of North and Vanguard Dorm Council, relates some of the issues the Council is presently discussing.

One of the foremost proposals concerns drinking in the dorms, a practice forbidden at High Point College.

Being considered is a bill which would allow 18 year olds to drink beer and wine when not in the presence of minors and 21 year olds to drink liquor under the same stipulation.

Another proposal concerns open dorms, which, according to Miss Palermo, may be tried this semester on Saturdays and Sundays.

Addiction To Opiates Explained

Narcotics refer generally to opium and pain-killling drugs made from opium such as heroin, morphine, paregoric, and codeine.

Heroin, or "H", is the narcotic most prevalent among today's voters.

It is actually morphine which has been refined to make it anywhere from two to ten times as potent.

Heroin, which is usually mixed into a liquid solution and injected in to the veins, appears to dull the edges of reality.

Addicts have reported that heroin "Makes my troubles roll off of my mind," and "it makes me feel more sure of myself."

Many addicts admit that, once on a drug, getting a constant supply becomes the object of their lives.

The seeking existence is centered around obtaining money to buy heroin (hustling), making a connection with a pusher (copping), and trying to avoid withdrawal.

An addict may have to spend as much as $50 to $70 a day to buy his supply.

There is no doubt that the abuser deprived of drugs suffers greatly, but the worst of it is that while the addict is on the next kick, he has lost control of his life.

* He has given up the power to decide and to act—the very things talent make him human.
Chip Eisele, junior tennis star from Cheverly, Md., was named to All Conference and All District teams last year. He also teamed in the Doubles Championship.

---

**Spring Schedules Lined Up**

High Point College’s Panther baseball and tennis teams are warming up for their spring seasons with the tennis team slated to start its matches with a bout against Wake Forest University next Mon. and the baseballers slated for an opening game this Thurs. with the Catawba Indians on the low end. The Panthers hit the second half cold as Lenoir Rhyme opened up to add six points to their lead in two minutes. The lead changed hands several times throughout the game, until Cole stepped to the line for Elon with one minute left to break a tie of 57 each. The Panthers fell behind in the first half and could only manage an eight point difference at the half. 37-29.

In the second half, the Indians built up a 19 point lead, but the Panthers were able to cut the margin down to five by the final gun.

High scorers had John Kirkman on top with 22, followed by Steve Allen who came off the bench to give the Panthers 16, and Pete Collins added 17 with Tubby Smith connecting for 12.

The last regular game for High Point was played against Catawba Sat., Feb. 20, and the fans saw the Panther drop another, 92-85.

The game had its trouble with fouls, as both teams committed a total of 50. The Panthers fell behind in the first half and could only manage an eight point difference at the half, 37-29.

In the second half, the Indians built up a 19 point lead, but the Panthers were able to cut that to nine points in the final minutes but still losing High Point on the low end.

Among those who fouled out of the game were Kirkman, Collins, Smith and Foebler.

The Indians lost their All Conference guard on fouls with about a minute left.

Allen suffered a twisted ankle in the first half and sat out the second.

Mike Clark came into the game to replace Collins and had a good night, ending up with eight points and seven rebounds.

High scorers were Smith with 18 followed by Collins with 15 as Kirkman and Carwin Sted each added 14 points.

**Getaway Adventures**

In High Point College’s quest for the Carolina Conference Tournament championship, the Panthers had to do battle against the Lenoir Rhyme Bears who were third seeded in the Conference.

This game was called one of the most exciting games of the tournament, as far as actual competition is concerned.

The first half looked to be an even match as neither team got a definite lead.

The half closed with Lenoir Rhyme on the top of a 36-43 score.

The Panthers hit the second half cold as Lenoir Rhyme opened up to add six points to their lead in two minutes.

There were 51 fouls in the match, with 28 committed by Panthers, although none of the Panther Five were fouled out.

The final score was 86-75.

High scorers were Pete Collins with 20 points, Tubby Smith with 16, Steve Allen added 12 and Joe Wilson connected for 10.

This was the final game leaving the Panthers with a 12-18 overall, and a 4-9 conference record.

In the Championship, Elon played Guilford. This game was even closer that the Elon-Catawba match.

The lead changed hands several times throughout the game, until Cole stepped to the line for Elon with one minute left to break a tie of 57 each.

Elon’s Cole hit the first to break the tie and that was all that was needed, as Elon won the championship 58-57.

---

**Panthers Bow To Quakers, Indians**

When the High Point College Panthers played the Guilford College Quakers last Fri. night at the Greensboro Coliseum, the High Point team found the short end of a 100-85 score.

In the first half, the Panthers got off to a slow start, falling behind early in the game.

High Point seemed to be plagued with lost balls.

The half closed with High Point trailing the Guilford team 42-47.

The second half saw the Purple Panthers come on the floor ice cold as they dropped six more points in two minutes, making the score 50-29.

Guilford ran up the lead to 27 points, but the Panthers were able to cut the margin down to five by the final gun.

High scorers had John Kirkman on top with 22, followed by Steve Allen who came off the bench to give the Panthers 16, and Pete Collins added 17 with Tubby Smith connecting for 12.
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Dean not given fair shake

Last week on the opening night of the Carolina Conference Basketball Tournament, one of the High Point College school officials was given an unfair shake.

Dean William Guy after the game, came back to the High Point campus and Mills Hall specifically to tell his students of the team's loss and to get to know the residents personally.

His open manner and extended hand were quickly smashed by closing doors and cool, hurried "Hi's."

Many students thought he was checking the dorm for dope, many thought for alcohol; few extended the Dean a smile.

All the man wanted to do was talk, to get to know his students better and know what problems they may have at High Point.

Vaughn not given fair shake, either

High Point College will miss Basketball Coach Bob Vaughn when the semester is over.

It is unfortunate that the public opinion of the High Point community carries such weight that a basketball coach who was selected the NAIA District 26 Coach of the Year in 1969 was forced to resign his position.

We know the administration is concerned with alcohol and drugs on campus, but that is not the issue or what the administration is searching for.

The underlying reason behind excessive alcohol or hard drugs use is what students and the administration should be concerned with.

To cut off the supply of the product is not the answer we are seeking.

We are seeking to know why students may turn to excessive dope or liquor and if it is the college which is at fault.

Dean Guy and his Student Personnel Office is there to help the student with any problem he may have.

The door is open, but communication is a two-way street.

Each party must give a little.

It appears that the man's record was not allowed to speak for itself and that he has been unfairly treated in the entire matter.

We wish Bob Vaugh the best of luck in the future and we will always hold him in high esteem because we remember the fine job he did at HPC.

SU building needs to be told where to go . . .
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Curriculum will confuse

Updating HPC has been the task of faculty and students alike for two years.

It seems that a new freshman class and an awakening faculty have seen the light.

The need to have something attractive with which to attract students was finally answered when students started questioning dormitory regulations and finally led into curriculum possibilities.

Present seniors will not benefit greatly from the new curriculum changes but nevertheless, they are avid participants in working to achieve the changes.

Professors awakening to the prospects of new courses are updating present courses and many are attempting to update and revise their teaching methods.

They are doing this in order to make old courses attractive to new students and retain these same courses.

The new curriculum offers daily surprises.

New courses are being offered, but the old teachers are going to teach them.

Old courses are to be offered at different times and also on the basis of demand with those majoring in that specific area given special privileges.

It also seems that this new plan, set up to save major classes in the fields of education, is going to cause problems in the areas of registration, as to who may take what course and when.

Curriculum changes are a two-way street, but gradual changes at a steady rate are much more successful than what High Point is attempting overnight.

These overnight changes are not going to stop the world spinning, only the faculty and administration.

Gayle Woodward

Library no student's aid

High Point College's library has long been the target of much criticism, founded and unfounded.

Through all, one outstanding fact remains, High Point's library does not meet the needs demanded by its students. This argument is supported by one outstanding fact. There is no student at High Point that in his college career does not have to seek other resources for his literary enrichment. No institution can hope to meet the total needs of all who seek its aid; however, the extent of our library's achievement of this goal is far from satisfactory.

Every basic reference material is often lacking. The library has become a place for individuals to study hall and even the students who rely on it for daily purpose are let down because of the business like banker's hours kept by the library.

The time has come for measures to restore the respect and confidence of the students in their library.

Pat Twitty

Movie Review

"Love Story": not bad

The scene is a college campus where the only rioting is in the form of a knock-down drag-out hockey game.

The campus is Harvard University and the setting for one of the most beautiful motion pictures of today — "Love Story."

"Love Story" is an anachronism and as a result, a phenomenon.

Those who cried their way through the book weep thoroughly through the movie and vice-versa.

Written by Eric Segal (who wrote the movie play, it concerns the relationship between a poor Catholic girl and a wealthy Anglo-Saxon boy who cannot communicate with his father.

But the movie goes far beyond the father-son relationship to describe the love of a boy and girl whose basic philosophy is "Love means never having to say you're sorry."

The characters, played by Ryan O'Neal and Ali McGraw, are real.

More than real, they are alive.

Miss McGraw's language, though not typical of the 1940's and 50's, from which time this movie could well have come, does not detract from the script as some have commented because of the language, to the younger generation at whom the movie is directed, is inconsequential.

"Love Story" is more than a tear jerker; it is warm, sensitive, and endearing.

In short, "Love Story" is beautiful.
hands-Off' Athletes' Hair Bill Up To Faculty nod

by Jack Curling

In the closing minutes of last week High Point College faculty meetings, Dr. Earl P. Crow, philosophy and religion professor at High Point, was made with consideration toward demands made by the IHC athletic council last November.

This council, consisting of faculty members and alumni, was written into the seat ofSGA president subject to legislative approval had not the bill for constitution amendments been defeated two weeks ago.

Motions were made in the last meeting of the Student Legislative to censor and censure The Hi-PO for its Feb. 19th issue.

Cagle proposed a friendly amendment calling for open discussion which Cagle amended his motion to read that the paper be censured for cited inaccuracies.

There were no seconds to these motions.

Nate Cagle then moved that the Hi-PO, Volume 44, No. 10 of Fri., Feb. 19, 1971 be censored by the Student Legislature.

The motion was passed by acclamation which it was.

In other action, a bill entitled moved that the bill entitled open dorms be accepted.

Cable proposed a friendly amendment calling for open dorms to be open on weekends, Friday, 6 p.m. to lockup; Saturday, 3 p.m. to lockup; Sunday, 1 p.m. to lockup.

Larry Bredon then moved that the bill be accepted by acclamation which it was.

In other action, a bill entitled "unlimited cuts," was accepted by the parliamentary body.

Benton Dry suggested that the Cafeteria Advisory Board be notified of the students' complaints that they are not allowed to share their meals with visitors.

On Tues., Mar. 16, the student legislature was again scheduled to be put due to a lack of a quorum, the body cancelled its meeting.

Faculty Makes Year '4-1-5': Abolishes A.B.T. Degree Too

High Point College's faculty passed several amendments which are concerned with the newly revised curriculum.

This new curriculum will become effective with the opening of the fall semester, 1971-72.

With this change, the school calendar for the '71-'72 academic year will be on the "4-1-5" basis with the class periods in the "4" being 60 minutes in length on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays and 90 minutes in length Tuesdays and Thursdays.

The faculty also passed that the A.B.T. degree be eliminated. It was also passed that "All students enrolled as full-time students in the fall semester..." 1971-72 have the choice of satisfying requirements for graduation as found in the 1971-72 catalog, or that catalog in force on the date of latest entrance, or that catalog in effect on the date of graduation."

There have been several new courses of study added to the curriculum.

Among these are several new music and speech classes and a study of Afro-American History from the seventeenth century to the present.

Several policies concerning grade-point averages, CEEB scores, various exemptions and interruptions from the college were also passed.

These policies go into effect June 1, 1971.

1971-72 Class Officers Elected

The 146 students who voted in the March 4 and 5 class officers and SGA officer elections had little need for deliberation while marking their ballots Wednesday and yesterday.

About half of the offices had only one contender. Several offices had no nominations and were filled by write-in candidates. Some offices had no nominations and were filled by write-in candidates.

Crow, a senior class ensor John Young as their president, the only candidate for that office on the ballot.

Jim Hasty captured vice presidency, while Linda B hope was the write-in choice for secretary.

Oliver Sinncomb was the winning write-in for the treasurer's position.

Legislators included David Fidday, Linda Stemple and Clewell Huffman; Ken Beck was elected to the judiciary council.

Gene Mungor was the rising junior class choice for their president and Sue Johnston was voted into the number two position.

Patt Evans capped the secretary's job while Lyle Pudget was appointed as the class President. Senator John Young, Junior Gene Mungor, Sophomore Paul English, constructed demands on all athletes, whether on scholarship or not.

These athletic guidelines were: 1) an athlete shall have no facial hair, 2) there shall be no sideburns below the ears, 3) that if one is to have a mustache it must be neatly trimmed, and 4) that no athlete at High Point shall have hair over the ears or on the collar.

To speculate a bit, Crow feels that even if the faculty votes on changing the restrictions to a more moderate and modern form, there still lies the question as to whether the faculty can override the athletic committee.

It seems to some observers that the alumni members of the council have immense and overwhelming powers as far as sports at the college are concerned.

Still a question in the minds of students and athletes alike is whether or not it is the task or responsibility of the athletic committee to set up these standards concerning the length of hair, for their stated policy is to establish guidelines for the conduct of the athletes in the Intercollegiate Athletic Program.

Those members of the athletics council who favored and passed those four restrictions in Nov. used the argument that the student body more closely resembles the student body in the older colleges. Therefore, the college should decide how it wishes to be represented.

This argument is evidently a p er son's merit is judged by hair length, the purpose of a liberal arts college program has been completely defeated.
views on news

A proposal was made by a faculty member in the March 10, 1971, HPC faculty meeting which would dissolve the restrictions placed on the length of athletes’ hair. Is this, in your opinion, a worthy measure or should athletes’ hair length be controlled by an Athletic Council?

There should be no restrictions whatsoever just as long as the hair does not hinder his eyesight and he can compete to his fullest extent.

Larry Johnson

There should be no restrictions placed on the length or style of an athlete’s hair. It is his right to wear it as he wants.

If he is an accomplished athlete, something as trivial as the length of one’s hair should not be influential for control measures.

Kathy Denver

I have mixed emotions on the matter.

Players on the court represent our institution and should be neat in this respect. On the other hand, if hair does not interfere with a players’ ability to perform, then it is his prerogative to wear it as long as he pleases.

Bill Cope

As long as an athlete’s hair doesn’t impede his performance I feel any rule about its length is ridiculous. It is his right to wear his hair the length he sees fit. A few members of the tennis team who have won every match so far are being forced to cut their hair. Since it obviously hasn’t hurt their performance, I feel the rule in effect is unfair.

Bobbie Peterson

I’m sure our athletes are dedicated enough to sports to follow any ruling on the matter. I also feel it is infringing on personal rights to order an athlete to cut his hair... this ame type of strict ideology kept many Negro athletes from entering sports years ago.

Is it the color of skin or length of hair that matters, or one’s desire to do his best?

Fitz Fitzgerald, Sr.

An athlete must understand that when he chooses to commit himself to the sports domain he becomes responsible to uphold the regulations and decisions of the athletic director and the coaches involved.

I believe dictated policies concerning appearance should be initiated within the department of athletics.

Regarding the interpreted judgement of athletic personnel, I feel the decision will be just in the end.

Betty Jo Clary

Dealing Changes

Patton’s, Guy’s Policy On Drugs: Tolerance, But In Bounds Of Law

College President Wendell M. Patton states that if marijuana possesses and users on campus are reported to him or Dean of Men Bill Guy, no legal report will be made.

Patton says he has sympathy for the student who is experimenting with marijuana and is caught.

He says, however, that he has “no use at all for the student who is selling it.”

Patton feels that legal measures and expulsion from school are “cruel penalties for a single mistake.”

Patton and Guy confirm that they were unaware of the presence of narcotics agents on High Point Campus.

Patton says that if he were requested to permit narcotic agents on campus, he would have no choice but to cooperate.

Individual Consideration

Concerning readmission of students convicted on marijuana charges, Guy first stated that the matter will be entirely in the hands of the admissions committee.

Patton says he agrees with Guy, adding that he feels sure that the student questioned would be considered according to the individual case.

He also indicates that the seriousness of involvement with marijuana and the student’s past record would be important factors in determining readmittance of the student.

He continues by saying that if the administration recognizes the “fair, Christian thing to do, they wouldn’t hesitate to do it.”

Policy Statement Rejected

After deliberation and checking with the penal code, Guy realizes that the administration’s original statements must be rejected.

Article 3, Section 4 of the student penal code states that any student involved in the use or possession of drugs will be expelled from High Point College.

This means permanent and irrevocable removal from the school.

It also frequently means that the expelled student will not be admitted to any accredited school in the future.
Foundation Finds Students' Irrelevancy Charge Accurate

"Students are right when they say that colleges are irrelevant," reports the Ford Foundation.

The report found that recent reforms in curriculum and governing powers have left untouched major problems of isolation, forced conformity and rigidity in higher education.

Haven't some students been saying the same thing about their colleges?

"There is a very substantial core of validity in their anger," said Richardson.

"The system, with its massive inertia, resists fundamental change rarely eliminates outdated programs, ignores the differing needs of students, seldom questions its educational goals, and almost never advocates new and different types of institutions," the Foundation reported.

The report went on to state that, "We have seen disturbing trends toward uniformity in our institutions, growing bureaucracy, overemphasis on academic credentials, isolation of students and faculty from the world, a growing rigidity and uniformity of structure that makes higher education reflect less and less the interests of society."

The Ford Foundation group, headed by Frank Newman, associate director of university relations at Stanford University, suggested new guidelines for procedures designed to assure that dissent and protest on the campuses be based upon persuasion, disruption is defined as: "Activity which is protected by the First Amendment and which interferes with the rights of others. Whereas dissent relies upon persuasion, disruption is based upon coercion and sometimes violence."

One of the difficulties in dealing with "campus unrest," the Commission reports, is that American public seems to show limited tolerance for mass protest activities, even when they are within the bounds of the law.

The commentaries distinguish between dissent and disruption and proposes that responses to events on campus be based upon this distinction.

The Commission defines dissent as: "Individual or organized activity which expresses grievances by means of speech, or changes desired in, society, or a campus, or both."

Activity is carried on within the limits of the democratic processes of freedom of speech, assembly, and petition.

The Commission reports that dissent "lies at the foundation of a university," and that "organized dissent and protest activity within the law are basic rights which must be protected on the campuses."

Disruption is defined as: "Activity which is not protected by the First Amendment and which interferes with the rights of others. Whereas dissent relies upon persuasion, disruption is based upon coercion and sometimes violence."

The Commission came upon the campuses to reform themselves and to develop their own rules and procedures to protect dissent and prevent disruption. To this end, the Commission recommends that members of each campus draft a statement on a bill of rights and responsibilities, applying equally to students, administrators, staff, and trustees.

"Too often, in the past," the Commission states, "faculty members have set rules for students but not for themselves; we believe the time is appropriate for certain rights and responsibilities to be applied equally to all members of the campus."

Gimme Shelter, the Stones' movie, which is reviewed by Hi-Po Managing Editor Dave Baird on page 8.

Vant," reports the Ford Foundation.

"Gimme Shelter," the Stones' movie, which is reviewed by Hi-Po Managing Editor Dave Baird on page 8.

The Stones' American tour as well as the four deaths at Altamont are presented in "Gimme Shelter," the Stones' movie, which is reviewed by Hi-Po Managing Editor Dave Baird on page 8.

The 1969 Altamont, California, free concert featured Mick Jagger and the Rolling Stones.

"Students are right when they say that colleges are irrelevant," reports the Ford Foundation.

For Poets

All poets can participate in the yearly contest organized by PALMER PUBLISHERS.

The winners will be notified within 30 days, and their poems will be compiled into the book "NEW POETRY." There will be no obligation of any sort to participate. All entries must be mailed by April 15th to: PALMER, P. O. BOX 248, MIAMI SHORES, FLORIDA, 33153.

Campus Bill Of Rights Proposed By Institute

Last Saturday, the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education proposed the adoption of "Bill of Rights and Responsibilities" for members of American colleges and universities, and suggested new guidelines for campus responses to dissent and disruption.

The report came about because the dissatisfaction and dissatisfaction over current problems facing the colleges persist, and are expected to be present on the campuses in the foreseeable future.

Addressed principally to administrators, faculty, trustees, and students, it recommends procedures designed to assure that dissent and protest on campuses be expressed in constructive ways and in accordance with the principles of a free society.

Specifically, the report recommends three steps: Adoption, campus by campus, of a "Bill of Rights and Responsibilities for Members of the Institution."

Development by each campus of effective measures for consultation and contingency planning in the event of disruptive emergencies. In particular, the Commission says, "a campus is not, and cannot be a sanctuary from the general law, and thus, must relate more consciously and effectively with the police than it did in earlier periods."

Creation by each campus of effective judicial procedures. One of the difficulties in dealing with "campus unrest," the Commission reports, is that American public seems to show limited tolerance for mass protest activities, even when they are within the bounds of the law.

The commentaries distinguish between dissent and disruption and proposes that responses to events on campus be based upon this distinction.

The Commission defines dissent as: "Individual or organized activity which expresses grievances by means of speech, or changes desired in, society, or a campus, or both."

Activity is carried on within the limits of the democratic processes of freedom of speech, assembly, and petition.

The Commission reports that dissent "lies at the foundation of a university," and that "organized dissent and protest activity within the law are basic rights which must be protected on the campuses."

Disruption is defined as: "Activity which is not protected by the First Amendment and which interferes with the rights of others. Whereas dissent relies upon persuasion, disruption is based upon coercion and sometimes violence."

The Commission came upon the campuses to reform themselves and to develop their own rules and procedures to protect dissent and prevent disruption. To this end, the Commission recommends that members of each campus draft a statement on a bill of rights and responsibilities, applying equally to students, administrators, staff, and trustees.

"Too often, in the past," the Carnegie Commission states, "faculty members have set rules for students but not for themselves; we believe the time is appropriate for certain rights and responsibilities to be applied equally to all members of the campus."
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We met

We touched

And then we turned to face to
We kissed

We loved—

by James Gerard
Baseballers Bound Into Season With Three Wins

Last Thurs. and Fri. afternoons, the High Point baseball team opened its season with a two game series against the Mountaineers of West Virginia, winning the first game 6-1, but dropping the second, 4-3.

The Thursday game was sparked with two homeruns by the Panthers. The first one came in the third inning, and was hit by Ron Slingerman with nobody on base.

In the fifth inning, Mark Giebecke hit his homer, also with nobody on base. The game had the added spice of Bob Worthington stealing two bases and David Mitchem grabbing one.

In Friday's game, the positions were reversed as the Panthers found the short end of the score. The Panthers only run was a homer by Slingerman.

On Saturday, the High Point club played host to N.C. State, and outscored their opponents by the score of 10-1. This game also had a homer, but this one was a two run homer hit by Dave Mitchem in the sixth inning.

High Point's pitcher was Bill Hegland, who struck out 11 and gave up only two hits.

Senior baseballer Mark Giebecke connects for the Purple Panthers against the Mountaineers of West Virginia State University last Thursday. Game ended with the Panthers ahead 6-1.

Pantherette Basketball Ends At 4-Year High

This year, the girls' basketball team closed with the best record they have had since 1967. Their record for this year is 11-4, and their 1967 record was 9-5.

Outstanding players through the season had a senior, Betty Sue Hodock, as high scorer for the early games, yet she was surpassed by Jackie Siler and Debbie Pitts, who took over as the year progressed.

Three of the teams which the girls defeated are now playing in a national invitational tournament being held at Western Carolina University.

Senior baseballer Mark Giebecke connects for the Purple Panthers against the Mountaineers of West Virginia State University last Thursday. Game ended with the Panthers ahead 6-1.

Jeans, Slacks, Shirts, Vests, Jackets, Socks, Western Wear, Boots.
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Tennis Team Takes Three

The tennis team of High Point College opened last Monday against the big power of Wake Forest.

The Panthers found the power of Wake to be too strong, as they were blanked, 9-0. This match, however, was the last time High Point was to see the losing side for a while.

On Wed., the Panthers came back to beat Greensboro College, 6-3. At each match, there is a total of 9 sets played, 6 singles and 3 doubles, and each win or loss counts as one point.

The game which followed was against Belmont Abbey, as the Panthers were on top of a 5-4 score.

The final game of the past two weeks was played opposing Gardner-Webb, with the High Point club leading the score of 7-2. In singles records, the top three players are very close. Javier Sanjines and Mike Smith are at 3-1 apiece, while Chip Eisele, who sat out the game against Wake Forest with a bad shoulder, has a 3-0 record.

According to Coach Ray Alley, the real key to a winning season lies in the improvement of Sophomore Paul Woodward.

The first conference game was on Thurs., against the defending conference and district champs Atlantic Christian. After that tough game, High Point plays host to Strasburg State, from Pennsylvania. Immediately following, the Panthers will play Gardner-Webb, also at home.

Tennis matches start at 2:00.

Chip Eisele practives form after sitting out with bum shoulder.

Diagram of a drug abuser

Redness and watering of eyes

Running nose

Drunken loss of weight

Staggering, disoriented

Profuse perspiration and body odor

These are a few of the signs that may indicate that a young person could be abusing drugs or using narcotics. While these symptoms are not proof of drug abuse (most could occur for several other reasons), they should serve to alert parents and friends that a problem may exist if you're not sure, talk with your family physician. If you suspect, ask your child point blank, "Are you taking drugs?"

Advertising contributed for the public good.

Tracksters Leap For Title; Show Some Area Strength

The Panther track team, now in training running around High Point's campus and surrounding area, have their minds set on capturing their second straight conference and district championships.

Coach Bill Davidson's men are weak in distance and some field events, but are powerful in the sprints, hurdles, and weight events as proven against Wake Forest and Guilford in last week's practice meet.

Even though the Panthers finished second to Wake Forest, with Guilford coming in third, High Point showed their power in the shorter distances by capturing several first places.

The High Point team showed their skill and depth in the high hurdles with Eric Noren placing first, Bill Florenz second and Bill Webb coming in third.

The 440 yard relay team of Mike Lewis, Calvin Steed, Noren and Tommy Davis, were just 2/10 of a second off the school record of 42.4 in winning the event with a wide margin.

The record will be in jeopardy when Dennis Bowley returns to the team after he can again run on his bad knee.

Davis won the 440 yard dash and also ran the final leg of the winning mile relay team.

Steed won the 100 yard dash in 9.9 seconds, as Mike Lewis, who had a bad start, managed to come in third.

In the javelin, Walter Muntz, defending district champ, easily won with a toss of 190.66.

Rick Bradley was having one of his off days, yet still managed to take second in the pole vault but coming in fourth in the triple jump.

The team left Sunday for the Furman Relays in Greenville, S.C., and there will run against S.C. State in Orangeburg on Monday.

All Star Javier Sanjines demonstrates court ability.
Censure treading on freedom

On Tues., Feb. 23, the student legislature passed a motion calling for a letter of censure to be sent to The Hi-Po for alleged misuse of space and inaccuracies contained in certain articles of the Feb. 19 issue of the newspaper.

According to Nate Cagle, president of the SGA, the charge of misuse of space stemmed from a photo essay which appeared on pages four and five of that issue.

According to a letter of Debbie Stamper to the student body, the charge of inaccurate reporting was based upon a news article explaining the proposed constitutional amendments.

As of yet, The Hi-Po has received no notification of censure from the legislation committee which was appointed to write the letter.

The Hi-Po did receive, however, a letter from Mike Carle which was written at the request of the publications board after Carle met with them Mon., Mar. 8, to present his grievances about the issue.

Mike Carle's letter appears in this issue of The Hi-Po in its entirety, but it cannot and does not serve as the letter of censure from student legislature.

We feel that the student legislature has overturned its bounds and is treading on the rights of freedom of the press.

That we have represented the students and their interests to the best of our abilities and we welcome any comments either in support of our position or in opposition to it.

Movie Review

Stones' movie carries viewer

by Dave Baird

The rock music age has produced three modern films.

One was "Monterey Pop" which centered around Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin, and the second was "Woodstock" which spotlighted youth culture in 1969.

The third film is a terrifying block-buster.

"Gimme Shelter" features the Rolling Stones and Mick Jagger.

"Gimmie Shelter" takes one out of his seat and carries him with Jagger on the Stones 1969 American tour.

It drops him at the catastrophic Altamont, Calif., free concert where four deaths occurred.

One is caught up in whirlwind of sights, sounds and Jagger in his mock Uncle Sam hat and freaky union costumes.

The audience trucks right into Altamont.

Then the cameras zoom to the Hell's Angels who had been hired for $500 worth of beer to keep order within the crowd.

They are seen running amuck the crowd, brandishing clubs and knives, while nude freaked out girls are being passed thru the crowd.

A gun-carrying black man is knifed and stomped to death.

Jagger shrieks, trying to distract the crowd toward him.

The footage of the stabbings and beatings is in run in slow motion.

Jagger and the Stones still blare.

The silence at the movie's end is a relief to the mind.

"Gimme Shelter" and Altamont sound a beacon to the end of the rock age's innocence and perhaps a warning that the vast amounts of energy stored in today's music and its audience must be recognized for what it is.

And it seems startlingly relevant that all this frenzy was presided over by the greatest rock entertainer alive--Mike Jagger.

Librarian replies

Ed. Note: This is in reference to a letter to the Editor in the March 5th issue of The Hi-Po.

I read the article on the library with interest and dismay. With interest because, we in the library are anxious to meet the needs of our students. With dismay, because if this is true or even believed, it means it certainly could be true. I would make these suggestions to help students to help correct this impression:

1. Be sure of your facts when you say basic reference material is lacking. After checking various standard lists and bibliographies I find that we have most of the basic reference material recommended in a college of our size. From time to time, when proper books are ordered by students and librarians from other colleges, we visit our library, our books are very complimentary of our reference collection.

2. Inform me of the specific needs of students that are not being met. I am honestly unaware of these and do not know how to get this information except from the students.

Students should contact a librarian and not a student assistant, when help is needed in the library. Many times I find that the material is in the library but the student is unsure how to go about finding it.

4. Complain to your professors. The library is a service institution, and we must be aware of specific topics, when you cannot find material need- ed, after you have sought the library and the book budget is allotted to the various departments for purchase of books in that subject area.

Marcella Carter, Librarian
Funds Scanty

Student legislature begins its 1971-72 session Thursday night with the passing of measures concerning the use of funds.

Legislature Deals With Budget

Duke To Host 'Joe College' Events

WF To Sponsor Survival Confab

Two Pros To Go For PhD's

Fiddlers Are Fiddling At Union Grove

there are few remaining opportunities in technological America to enter into and become a part of a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.

The Ole' Time Fiddler's and Bluegrass Festival at Fiddlers Grove in Union Grove, N.C., the home of the ole' time mountain music for over 47 years, offers the student a chance to relax and listen to the music that has long been an integral part of Southern Americans, over the Easter weekend, April 9, 10, and 11.

One of the most colorful aspects of the festival will be the old time fiddling category for fiddlers over 50 years of age. The music at the festival will be old time and bluegrass placed in the context of a tradition reminiscent of early America.

Ole' time music is not the "Nashville Sound". It is the music developed primarily in Southern Appalachia, or as one old timer put it, "Ole' time music is corn shuckin' music."

Bluegrass might be considered as a refinement of ole' time music.

It is music like "Foggy Mountain Breakdown", the theme from "Bonnie and Clyde."

Fiddlers' Grove has been created for people who like this kind of music, feel it, believe it, play it, and share it.

Unlimited space for tents and campers has been provided with easy access to modern bath facilities.

Some of the music played included songs such as "Sadie Blue天下", "Poor Man's Rosemary", and "Old Joe Clap." The music was played on various types of instruments, including fiddles, banjos, and guitars.

The festival was a celebration of traditional music and the people who love it. The atmosphere was relaxed and enjoyable, with people coming together to share their love of music and tradition.
WFDD’s Norris Gives Radio Advice

Dick Norris, station manager of WFU, radio station of Wake Forest University, informed The Hi-Po by telephone that many conditions are going to have to be met before a radio station on campus can become operational.

"The first condition which will have to be met is for the students in charge if the radio station to decide which type of broadcasting setup they want."

"There are two possible types and each has a different set of criteria to be met," states Norris.

The two types according to Norris are the regular FM broadcast which will require a license from the Federal Communications Commission before it can go on the air, and the wired wireless type.

"The wait for the license for the FM broadcast to be approved will take between four to six months," comments Norris.

The wired wireless setup operates with a transmitter in each building to which the station is to be broadcast. This transmitter directs the radio signals along the electrical wiring already in the building and the radios pick up the signal from the wiring.

"The wired wireless setup also needs a license, but this is a limited one and the waiting period would not be over three months," comments Norris.

"However, there are quite a few aspects which should be looked into."

"It's one thing to say you're going to have a radio station and another to put one together," says Norris.

Among the necessary items listed by Norris are a control board, turntable, transmitters for each building should the wired wireless system be used, and a soundproof studio.

An engineer will also have to be hired in order for the equipment to be installed properly.

Norris listed the approximate cost of a wired wireless station as "not less than $8,000." Of course, the site for the radio station will also have to be considered since the temperature in the studio should be maintained between 65 and 70 degrees at all times.

"To set one up next year in another building, and then move it to the new building would involve a great expense because it would be a one time investment," says Norris.

Dean of Students William Guy informed The Hi-Po that if a radio station is implemented on campus next year, it would be installed on the top floor of the present student center and would not be moved.

However, the student center is not air conditioned or sound proofed and this would have to be done before the station can be erected there.

Spring Fest Starts April 16

"Manhattan Transfer" featuring Gene Pitulli," will open up the Spring Weekend, sponsored by the student union, with a concert in Memorial Auditorium, on Friday, April 16 at 8:00 p.m.

A Moose Lodge Dance will be presented on Saturday night with "Plangate" as the center of entertainment. Sunday will see the students dancing to "Fire and Rain at a free dance to be held in the cafeteria.

Tickets for the weekend will be: "Manhattan Transfer" - $3.00 couple, $1.50 stag; Moose Lodge Dance - $5.00 couple, $4.00 stag.

"Manhattan Transfer" has been the back up group for such groups as "Delaney and Bonnie and Friends" and Arlo Guthrie.

The Owl and the Pussycat is no longer a story for children.

Barbra Streisand
George Segal
Directed by
BUCK HENRY
Produced by
RAY STARK HERBERT ROSS
Production
COLUMBIA PICTURES INC IN ASSOCIATION PRODUCTIONS PROJECT
A RAY STARK HERBERT ROSS
Production
Showtime 1971
Route #150
Winston-Salem
A Message to Mothers from Uncle Sam

And for their fathers and doctors, too.

An important message.

With vital information for mothers with children who simply can’t learn in the ways most children learn.

You may have a child who is like seven million other American youngsters who are absolutely OK but for something which prevents their absorbing knowledge or, perhaps, simple everyday skills.

Maybe it’s deafness or hearing difficulty, blindness or impaired vision, or some bodily defect. Such handicaps may not always be curable—but even so Special Education methods can teach these children a great deal.

And if a child has a mental or behavioral learning handicap, Special Education can often not only teach him, but also help to reduce or even overcome the condition.

If your child is hard to teach, write for the name and address of the nearest school or clinic having Special Education facilities. The information is free—from Uncle Sam.

CLOSER LOOK
BOX 1492, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013
The Hi-Po

Radio station will need strong student support

This week, legislature introduced legislation calling for the solicitation of funds for a proposed campus radio station.

This radio station would be installed in the new student union building when the structure is completed.

While we recognize that a campus radio station would be a great asset to the campus, we also recognize that the radio station would meet the same problems that other organizations on the campus have met: lack of personnel.

While the radio station in itself offers a glamorous opportunity to students, we wonder how many, if any, students would be willing to donate their time to a radio station.

We also recognize that since it is the same students on campus who participate in most activities, a radio station would not also need the same students to operate it.

One of the solutions would be to place the radio station under the direction of the SU and make the SU an organization separate from the SGA.

The SU could then appoint a director and the director could solicit a staff.

By placing the radio station under the SU and allowing the SU to handle all monies for the station, the SU will not need to receive a substantial increase in funds. Since these funds would come directly from the students instead of legislature, quality programming would be assured.

Another solution to the problem would be to pay students interested in working the radio station a set amount each semester to be applied to their account as a scholarship.

A suggested amount would be $300 per semester to the station manager and $150 apiece to other personnel.

While it can be argued that payment to these individuals would not be necessary because of the interest in the station, it can also be argued that the radio station of other colleges and universities pays their employees a fixed amount each semester.

We must also recognize that we are fast moving toward a system where the student will not be able to take his time off when there is something in it for him.

Unless it is realized students must be paid, the campus radio station reality will become a flop.